
 

Your Partner for Quality Certification! 

Whether concerned about the health and safety of your staff or simply seeking to streamline your audit with extra 
flexibility, PJR’s Virtual Audit options may be right for you! 

VIRTUAL AUDITS – THE PJR DIFFERENCE 
PJR’s Virtual Audit program allows us to provide the reliable, straightforward audit services you expect 
without the added cost or complexity of travel fees or onsite arrangements. 

Much like an onsite audit, a PJR virtual audit allows one of our experienced auditors to engage with you 
and your team via the selected technology. Document review and employee interviews can be easily 
facilitated, as well as facility tours and presentation of findings. PJR will work with you to identify which 
hardware and software elements will be most compatible with your organization and its specific audit 
plan. 

 
What are the advantages? 

• Flexibility: rather than waiting for flights and hotel availability to line up with your staff’s schedule and 
an auditor’s availability, auditors can virtually visit your facility at practically anytime from anywhere! 

• Reduced Expense: airfare, hotel costs, car rental, daily stipends; all of these are eliminated when 
utilizing virtual audits! 

• Eco-Friendly: reduce the carbon footprint associated with your certification due to elimination of travel. 
 

What is the process? 
1. Your scheduler will verify through use of a simple questionnaire whether your audit qualifies to be 

conducted virtually. (Please note that not all audit types may qualify – eligibility is determined on a 
case-by-case basis.) 

2. Eligible audits will be scheduled virtually via secure software and an audit plan will be developed. 
3. The audit, including opening and closing meetings, will be conducted virtually using the chosen 

software. 

PJR ADVANTAGES 
As a leader in the certification industry, PJR is focused on our clients’ satisfaction and success! Our experienced auditors 

and dedicated schedulers give each client the individual one-on-one attention they deserve with detailed audit plans, 
flexible scheduling, and value-added auditing. 

Request a FREE quote today and see what a difference PJR can make! 

CALL (248) 358-3388 or EMAIL PJR@PJR.com 
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